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Apopular Iranian actress has found herself at
the center of a dispute over feminism in the
Islamic republic after cameras appeared to

capture a “women power” symbol tattooed on her
arm. Taraneh Alidoosti’s tattoo was seen sneaking
from under her sleeve this week as she addressed
reporters after returning from the Cannes Film
Festival, where her latest film “The Salesman” won
two awards. The images sparked intrigue and
intense debate on Iran’s colourful social media
scene. 

Some media claimed the pictures were fake
while some online commentators accused her of
advocating feminism-which is viewed negatively
among hardline conservatives in Iran.  Others said
she was promoting the right for women to have
abortions, which are illegal in the Islamic republic.
Alidoosti, 32, explained on Twitter the meaning of
the “Feminist Fist” symbol, reminding fans in anoth-
er update that she had previously explained that

she viewed feminism as being about “showing uni-
ty and fairness”.

“Keep calm and YES I’m a feminist,” she said in a
series of tweets on Tuesday night. “Feminist: a per-
son who believes in the social, political, and eco-
nomical equality of the sexes.” One follower
@RaminRamroodi replied “Keep calm and You will
be in Evin Prison Tomorrow”-referencing the noto-
rious Tehran jail-to which Alidoosti replied with
several smiley faces. Tattoos were traditionally
common among Iranian men, but modern ink
designs are more frowned upon in the Islamic
republic as signs of immorality and Westernisation. 

Several famous football players have been sum-
moned to Iran’s sports morality committee for
showing their tattoos. Alidoosti’s Instagram is one
of the most popular Iranian accounts on the photo-
sharing app, with 2.6 million followers.  Last year
she responded to a spam message for vacuum
cleaners that said the products were “only for

women”. “Those who think of a vacuum cleaner as
designed only for women... insult not only women
but all the men... who don’t see their own kind as
their waitresses,” she posted on her account.

The tattoo controversy comes after frenzied
coverage of the way Alidoosti was dressed on the
red carpet in France. In a rare move, Iranian media
published pictures of her different outfits at
Cannes, drawing tens of thousands of responses
from social media users weighing in on beauty,
fashion and adherence to Islamic dress codes for
women. Alidoosti is married and has a young
daughter. — AFP
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Iranian actress Taraneh Alidoosti
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Farhadi (center) and Iranian actor
Shahab Hosseini are seen during

press conference in Tehran. — AFP

Palestinian embroidery exhibition

A woman poses infront of dresses during an exhibit of Palestinian embroi-
dery in the Lebanese capital Beirut. — AFP photos

People look at dresses during an exhibit of Palestinian embroidery.
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People look at dresses during an exhibit.A woman looks at dresses during an exhibit.A woman displays a dress.Palestinian embroider Malak Husseini poses during
an exhibit of Palestinian embroidery.

People look at dresses during an exhibit. British Rachel Dedman, the exhibit commissioner, poses with a
dress.

A woman looks at dresses during an exhibit of Palestinian embroidery in the
Lebanese capital Beirut.

A woman takes a picture of textiles.


